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Disk diffusion and broth microdilution (BMD) were used to perform clindamycin (CLI) induction testing on 128 selected nonduplicate isolates of Staphylococcus aureus. Disk diffusion testing involved placing CLI and erythromycin (ERY) disks approximately 12 mm apart (measured edge to edge) on a Mueller-Hinton agar plate that had been inoculated with an S. aureus isolate; the plate was then incubated for 16 to 18 h. Two distinct induction phenotypes (labeled D and Dⴙ) and four noninduction phenotypes (designated as negative [Neg], hazy D zone [HD], resistant [R], and susceptible [S]) were observed in disk diffusion results. A clear, Dshaped zone of inhibition around the CLI disk was designated as the D phenotype and was observed for 21 isolates while a D-shaped zone containing inner colonies growing up to the CLI disk was designated as Dⴙ (17 isolates). In addition, 10 isolates were CLI susceptible and ERY resistant but were not inducible and showed no blunting of the CLI zone (Neg phenotype). Isolates that were CLI and ERY resistant (constitutive macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramin B resistance) demonstrated either a double zone of inhibition with an inner ring of reduced growth up to the edge of the disks (HD phenotype; 33 isolates) or solid growth around the CLI and ERY disks (R phenotype; 16 isolates). Finally, 31 isolates were susceptible by disk testing to both CLI and ERY (S phenotype). PCR results showed that isolates with a D phenotype harbored ermA, isolates with a Dⴙ phenotype contained either ermC (16 isolates) or ermA and ermC (one isolate), and all 10 isolates with a Neg phenotype contained msrA. All isolates with an HD or R phenotype harbored at least one erm gene. Isolates showing the Dⴙ phenotype by disk diffusion were also detected by BMD using a variety of CLI and ERY concentrations; however, isolates with the D phenotype were more difficult to detect by BMD and will likely require optimization of ERY and CLI concentrations in multilaboratory studies to ensure adequate sensitivity. Thus, at present, disk diffusion is the preferred method for testing S. aureus isolates for inducible CLI resistance. tible to CLI. In vivo, therapy with CLI may select for constitutive erm mutants (7), which may lead to clinical failure (2, 20, 24). Isolates with msrA-mediated efflux also appear ERY resistant and CLI susceptible by in vitro tests; however, such isolates do not typically become CLI resistant during therapy. An in vitro induction test can distinguish staphylococci that have inducible erm-mediated resistance from those with msrAmediated resistance. The test is performed by disk diffusion, placing a 15-g ERY disk in proximity to a 2-g CLI disk on an agar plate that has been inoculated with a staphylococcal isolate; the plate is then incubated overnight (5, 9, 22, 23). A flattening of the zone of inhibition around the CLI disk proximal to the ERY disk (producing a zone of inhibition shaped like the letter D) is considered a positive result and indicates that the ERY has induced CLI resistance (a positive “D-zone test”). For ERY-resistant isolates, induction tests can help laboratories determine whether results for CLI should be reported as susceptible (when the induction test is negative) or as resistant (when the induction test is positive). In January 2004, NCCLS published a procedure for CLI induction testing in which CLI disks are placed 15 to 26 mm from an ERY disk either as part of a standard disk diffusion procedure or on an inoculum check agar plate (13). In pilot studies carried out at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, we noted



Erythromycin (ERY) (a macrolide) and clindamycin (CLI) (a lincosamide) represent two distinct classes of antimicrobial agents that inhibit protein synthesis by binding to the 50S ribosomal subunits of bacterial cells. In staphylococci, resistance to both of these antimicrobial agents can occur through methylation of their ribosomal target site (25). Such resistance is typically mediated by erm genes. Resistance to macrolides also can occur by efflux, typically mediated by the msrA gene (16). Another resistance mechanism, inactivation of lincosamides by chemical modification (such as mediated by the inuA gene), appears to be rare (1, 8, 15). The target site modification mechanism, also called macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramin B (MLSB) resistance, results in resistance to ERY, CLI, and streptogramin B. This mechanism can be constitutive, where the rRNA methylase is always produced, or can be inducible, where methylase is produced only in the presence of an inducing agent. ERY is an effective inducer, but CLI is a weak inducer. In vitro, Staphylococcus aureus isolates with constitutive resistance are resistant to ERY and CLI, and isolates with inducible resistance are resistant to ERY but appear suscep* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Division of Healthcare Quality Promotion (G08), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1600 Clifton Road, NE, Atlanta, GA 30333. Phone: (404) 6393375. Fax: (404) 639-1381. E-mail: [email protected]. 1716
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of clindamycin induction test phenotypes as tested by disk diffusion Induction test phenotype



CLI result



ERY result



Inducible MLSB



S



R



Blunted, D-shaped clear zone around CLI disk proximal to the ERY disk (Fig. 1A).



Inducible MLSB



S



R



Blunted, D-shaped zone around CLI disk proximal to the ERY disk and small colonies growing to CLI disk in otherwise clear zone (Fig. 1B).



Neg



MSB



S



R



Clear zone around CLI disk (Fig. 1C).



HD



Constitutive MLSB



R



R



Two zones of growth appear around the CLI disk. One zone is a light, hazy growth extending from the CLI disk to the second zone where the growth is much heavier. The inner, hazy zone is blunted proximal to the ERY disk as in phenotype D (Fig. 1D).



R



Constitutive MLSB



R



R



No hazy zone. Growth up to CLI and ERY disks (Fig. 1E).



S



No resistance



S



S



Clear, susceptible zone diameters (Fig. 1F).



D D



⫹



Resistance phenotype



Induction test description



several different D-zone phenotypes that have not been described in the literature. Furthermore, we were interested in trying to establish a broth microdilution (BMD) correlate to the CLI disk induction test. In the present study (which was completed prior to publication of the NCCLS recommendations for clindamycin induction testing), isolates of S. aureus were tested with ERY and CLI alone and in combination (induction testing) by disk diffusion and broth microdilution. Results of the two methods were then correlated with the presence of erm and msrA determinants. MATERIALS AND METHODS Bacterial isolates. This study included 117 nonduplicate isolates of S. aureus from the culture collections of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and Project ICARE (4, 10), eight isolates donated by H. de Lencastre (Rockefeller University, New York, NY), and three PCR control isolates. Isolates of S. aureus (including both oxacillin-resistant and oxacillin-susceptible isolates) were selected to represent a variety of CLI induction test results. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing. Isolates were tested for susceptibility to antimicrobial agents by BMD and disk diffusion according to NCCLS guidelines (11, 12). Isolates were stored at ⫺70°C and were subcultured to Trypticase soy agar plates containing 5% defibrinated sheep blood (BD BioSciences, Sparks, Md.) a minimum of two times prior to testing. For each organism, BMD and disk diffusion tests were set up at the same time starting from the same cell suspension equivalent to an 0.5 McFarland standard. CLI and ERY were tested singly and in combination as described below. Concentrations of CLI plus ERY were chosen for the main study based on the results of a pilot study, detailed below. For disk diffusion testing, one commercially prepared 150-mm-diameter Mueller-Hinton II agar plate (BD BioSciences) was inoculated per organism according to NCCLS guidelines (12). Disks from BD BioSciences containing CLI (2 g) and ERY (15 g) were placed on each Mueller-Hinton plate using a disk dispenser. In addition, on the same Mueller-Hinton plate, an induction test was performed by manually placing a 2-g CLI disk approximately 12 mm from a 15-g ERY disk (measured edge to edge) as described by Sutcliffe et al. (22). Zone diameters were recorded at 16 to 18 h for all disks. The results were interpreted using NCCLS guidelines (13). Growth up to a disk (i.e., no zone) was recorded as 6 mm. Induction test results also were read at 16 to 18 h using transmitted and reflected light. All isolates showing positive induction test results (i.e., a blunted or “D-shaped” zone) and a subset of isolates with other induction test results were read again at 24 h. Induction test categories were recorded as noted in Table 1. BMD panels were prepared in-house according to NCCLS guidelines (11) using the following concentrations of CLI and ERY in doubling dilutions: CLI, 0.03 g/ml to 64 g/ml (USP, Rockville, MD); ERY, 0.06 g/ml to 128 g/ml (Lilly, Indianapolis, IN). Combinations of CLI and ERY were tested by BMD in checkerboard fashion using CLI concentrations from 0.5 to 8 g/ml and ERY concentrations ranging from 0.03 to 4 g/ml. MIC trays were stored at ⫺70°C until the day of use. Testing was performed using NCCLS procedures (11). BMD panels were inoculated using MIC-2000 disposable inoculators (Dynex Technol-



ogies, Inc., Chantilly, Va.). Purity check plate assays were performed on all isolates tested by BMD. MICs were read at 16 to 18 h and interpreted according to NCCLS guidelines (13). For induction testing, each well containing CLI plus ERY was read independently for growth at 16 to 18 h. Pilot study. To determine which concentrations of CLI plus ERY to use for BMD, we prepared checkerboard microtiter plates as described above using the doubling dilution concentrations of CLI plus ERY. Key test organisms (Table 2) included S. aureus ATCC 29213 (CLI and ERY susceptible), S. aureus HIP11519 (containing msrA), S. aureus HIP11502 (containing inducible ermA), and two S. aureus clinical isolates from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention collection (one containing ermA and the other containing ermC by PCR testing). S. aureus HIP11502 (ermA) and the clinical isolate containing ermA grew only in wells containing low concentrations of CLI and high concentrations of ERY. The clinical isolate containing ermC grew in all induction test wells, although less growth was observed in wells containing the highest concentrations of CLI (16 g/ml, 8 g/ml, and 4 g/ml) and the lowest concentration of ERY (0.12 g/ml). Based on these results, we selected the concentrations of ERY and CLI shown in Table 3 for testing. Quality control for disk diffusion and BMD. CLI and ERY controls for BMD and disk diffusion testing included Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 29212 (BMD), S. aureus ATCC 29213 (BMD), and S. aureus ATCC 25923 (disk diffusion). Quality control was performed on each testing day; all results were within NCCLS quality control ranges (13). Induction test controls included S. aureus HIP11502, S. aureus HIP11519, S. aureus HPV107 (ATCC BAA-44) (19), and S. aureus HDE1 (17). Induction test controls were performed each testing day, and all were in control. PCR. Organisms were suspended in 100 l of ultrapure water and frozen at ⫺70°C until needed. Multiplex reactions for ermA, ermC, and msrA were performed as previously described (21, 22). PCR controls included S. aureus RN1551 (ermA), S. aureus RN2442 (ermC), S. aureus RN4220 (msrA), and S. aureus 6520 (ermB) (14).



RESULTS Disk diffusion testing using CLI and ERY. Disk diffusion testing yielded two distinct induction phenotypes and four noninduction phenotypes among the isolates tested (Table 1; Fig. 1). The D-zone phenotype, observed for 21 isolates, showed a blunted edge but an otherwise clear zone of inhibition around the CLI disk. The D⫹ phenotype (17 isolates) showed blunting of the zone of inhibition but also featured small colonies present between the edge of the zone of inhibition and the CLI disk. Both D and D⫹ results were considered positive for CLI induction (inducible MLSB resistance). By PCR, isolates with a D phenotype contained ermA, and isolates with a D⫹ phenotype contained ermC, with or without ermA. Ten isolates showed ERY-resistant and CLI-susceptible zone diameters with no blunting of the zones (Neg phenotype). All 10 contained msrA by PCR. For 33 isolates, growth was observed
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J. CLIN. MICROBIOL. TABLE 2. Disk diffusion and BMD quality control test results



Broth microdilution control Parameter



No. of tests



Escherichia coli ATCC 25922



8



E. faecalis ATCC 29212



8



S. aureus ATCC 29213



7



Disk Zone diam mode (range) in mm ERY CLI Induction test BMD MIC50 (range) in g/ml ERY CLI Induction test (CLI/ERY concn) PCR result a



64 ⬎64 Not tested



2 16 Not tested



0.5 0.25 No growth



Not tested



Not tested



No fragment



Induction test control



Disk diffusion control S. aureus ATCC 25923



S. aureus HIP11502



S. aureus HIP11519



S. aureus HDE1



S. aureus HPV107



9



9 BMD, 8 diska



9 BMD, 7 diska



8



8



26 25 S



7 26 D



7 26 Neg



25 25 S



6 6 HD



128 0.12 No growth



0.5 0.25 No growth



Not tested



⬎128 0.25 CLI 1 ⫹ ERY 4, CLI 1 ⫹ ERY 1, CLI 0.5 ⫹ ERY 1 ermA



msrA



Not tested



⬎128 ⬎64 Growth in all concentrations ermA



By BMD, nine tests (HIP11502 and HIP11519). By disk diffusion, eight tests (HIP11502) and seven tests (HIP11519).



around both disks, although an inner zone of hazy growth (i.e., a hazy D [HD] phenotype) was visible, which also showed some blunting (Fig. 1). The HD phenotype was not considered indicative of induction since growth extended all the way to the edge of the disk (indicating CLI resistance). By PCR, these isolates contained a variety of ermA, ermC, and ermA plus msrA genes (Table 3). Sixteen isolates showed constitutive ERY and CLI resistance, and confluent growth was noted around both disks (R phenotype) with no inner zone of inhibition. These isolates contained ermA, ermB, ermC, or a combination of genes including msrA (Table 3). Finally, 31 isolates showed large zones of inhibition around both the ERY and CLI disks (S phenotype). Among the control strains, S. aureus RN2442 (ermC) showed a D⫹ phenotype, S. aureus RN4220 (msrA) showed a Neg phenotype, and S. aureus RN1551 (ermA) and S. aureus 6520 (ermB) were both R phenotype, as expected. For isolates with D or D⫹ phenotypes, the ranges of the ERY and CLI zone diameters were similar (Table 3). For the D phenotype, 20 of 21 isolates demonstrated a small clear zone of inhibition around the ERY disk (zone diameter, 7 to 8 mm), whereas in the D⫹ category, 15 of 17 isolates showed growth up to the ERY disk (6 mm). Although the inducible D zone was readily recognized at 16 to 18 h for D⫹ isolates, the ability to see the small colonies growing up to the CLI disk was more pronounced at 24 h, particularly when using transmitted light rather than reflected light. For the 10 isolates with the Neg phenotype, the CLI and ERY zone diameters were similar to those of isolates with D and D⫹ phenotypes (Table 3). For most of the 33 isolates with an HD phenotype, the hazy zone around the CLI disk was easy to distinguish from the solid growth up to the CLI disk in the R phenotype (16 isolates). Visualization of the hazy, D-shaped zone was enhanced using transmitted light. CLI and ERY disks had to be placed 6 mm apart (edge to edge) to confirm the D shape in one isolate. BMD testing using CLI and ERY. BMD testing, in which ERY and CLI are placed together in the same microtiter plate well, differentiated among the S and Neg (msrA) phenotypes (no growth) and the D, D⫹, HD, and R phenotypes (growth);



however, unlike disk diffusion testing, the results did not differentiate among the inducible (D and D⫹) and constitutive (HD and R) phenotypes, since organisms expressing any of these phenotypes grew in the wells containing both ERY and CLI. The MICs of CLI and ERY at which 50% of the isolates tested were inhibited when tested independently (MIC50s) were similar for D-, D⫹-, and Neg-phenotype isolates (Table 3). Thus, one cannot differentiate CLI-inducible from noninducible isolates solely on the basis of MIC results. The ERY MICs for 2 of 21 isolates with a D phenotype were 8 g/ml, while the remaining 19 D-phenotype isolates and all 17 isolates with a D⫹ phenotype showed ERY MICs of ⬎128 g/ml. The CLI MICs for D-phenotype isolates increased modestly in the presence of ERY, rising from 0.12 or 0.25 g/ml to 1 g/ml (which would be interpreted as intermediate) in the presence of 1 or 4 g/ml of ERY. Thus, induction of isolates with the D phenotype by disk diffusion does not necessarily produce CLI MICs in the resistant range. On the other hand, the CLI MICS of D⫹ isolates rose from 0.12 to 0.25 g/ml to 8 g/ml (resistant) in the presence of 0.12 g/ml of ERY (Table 3). Although several combinations of CLI and ERY in the same well indicated induction of CLI resistance in D⫹ isolates, only a few combinations detected all of the D-phenotype isolates. The combination of 0.5 g/ml of CLI and 1 g/ml of ERY identified all D-phenotype isolates in one test, but in repeat testing one D-phenotype isolate failed to grow in this well (Table 3). Testing with a broader array of concentrations, including CLI concentrations of 0.25 g/ml in conjunction with ERY concentrations of 0.5 to 4 g/ml, identified all D-phenotype isolates (data not shown), but the CLI concentration was very close to the original CLI MICs of the isolates. Thus, differentiating D-phenotype isolates from other phenotypes by BMD testing is difficult. There was no difference in CLI and ERY MICs among isolates with HD and R phenotypes, which also grew in all induction test wells containing CLI and ERY. Isolates with an S phenotype were susceptible to CLI and ERY by MIC testing and did not grow in any induction test well.
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TABLE 3. Characteristics of isolates categorized by disk diffusion induction test phenotype Disk diffusion phenotype Parameter D



D



⫹



Neg



HD



R



S



No. of isolates



21



17



10



33



16



31



Disk zone mode (range) in mm ERY CLI



7 (6–8) 25 (22–30)



6 (6–7) 25 (23–30)



6 (6–10) 24 (23–31)



6 (6) 6 (6)



6 (6) 6 (6)



25 (20–28) 24 (23–31)



BMD MIC50 (range) in g/ml ERY CLI



⬎128 (8–⬎128) 0.25 (0.12–0.25)



⬎128 (⬎128) 0.25 (0.12–0.25)



128 (8–128) 0.12 (0.12–0.25)



⬎128 (⬎128) ⬎64 (⬎64)



⬎128 (⬎128) ⬎64 (⬎64)



0.5 (0.5–1) 0.12 (0.12–0.25)



0 0 0



17 16 4



0 0 0



33 33 33



16 16 16



0 0 0



0 0 0



17 16 7



0 0 0



33 33 33



16 16 16



0 0 0



0 0 0



17 17 15



0 0 0



33 33 33



16 16 16



0 0 0



20 17 21a



17 17 17



0 0 0



33 33 33



16 16 16



0 0 0



PCR result (no. of isolates)



ermA (21)



ermC (16), ermC ⫹ ermA (1)



msrA (10)



ermA (31), ermA ⫹ msrA (1), ermC (1)



ermA (8), ermA ⫹ ermC (3), ermA ⫹ msrA (1), ermB (1), ermC (3)



Oxacillin interpretation (no. of isolates)



S (5), R (16)



S (8), R (9)



S (2), R (8)



S (2), R (31)



S (3), R (13)



No. of isolates that grew in medium CLI, 8 g/ml, plus ERY, 0.12 g/ml ERY, 0.06 g/ml ERY, 0.03 g/ml CLI, 4 g/ml, plus ERY, 0.12 g/ml ERY, 0.06 g/ml ERY, 0.03 g/ml CLI, 2 g/ml, plus ERY, 0.12 g/ml ERY, 0.06 g/ml ERY, 0.03 g/ml CLI, 1 g/ml, plus ERY, 4 g/ml ERY, 1 g/ml CLI, 0.5 g/ml, plus ERY, 1 g/ml



a b



S (18), Ib & R (13)



One isolate was not detected as inducible on repeat testing. I, intermediate.



DISCUSSION Our CLI induction results for disk diffusion testing showed two phenotypes, each of which had distinct blunting of the zone of inhibition proximal to the ERY disk, one with a clear zone of inhibition (D phenotype) and the other with small colonies within the zone of inhibition (D⫹ phenotype). Interestingly, the small colonies in the D⫹ zone were constitutively resistant to clindamycin when retested. While there is no clinical significance to the differences between D and D⫹ phenotypes, it is critical that microbiologists recognize that both phenotypes are considered to be positive D-zone test results. The D⫹ phenotype has not been well described in the recent literature regarding inducible clindamycin resistance. An older study by Jenssen et al. (5) also reported two types of inducible MLSB resistance phenotypes, although only a limited number of inducibly resistant isolates were tested. In that study, the MLS type 1 and the MLS type 2 phenotypes correlated with the presence of ermA and ermC, respectively. Our study supports the conclusions of Jenssen et al. that disk diffusion can be used to predict the organism’s genotype, although as noted here isolates may harbor two or more macrolide resistance



genes. Of the 128 isolates in this study, six (5%) contained multiple macrolide resistance determinants. Positive disk diffusion induction results (D and D⫹) could be read at 16 to 18 h using reflected light; however, transmitted light improved the ability to separate some noninducible phenotypes, such as HD and R. Continued incubation of disk tests up to 24 h also helped differentiate D (ermA) from D⫹ (ermC) phenotypes, but the additional incubation time was not necessary to distinguish between CLI-inducible and noninducible isolates. BMD induction results were also available in 16 to 18 h. BMD incubation times up to 24 h did not result in detection of additional CLI-inducible isolates. Most of the published induction test studies focus on identifying inducible CLI resistance among isolates that are ERY resistant but CLI susceptible on routine testing (18, 26, 27). We agree that in principle only ERY-resistant but CLI-susceptible isolates should be tested; however, some laboratories perform the D-zone test prospectively on susceptibility testing purity plates before the results of erythromycin and clindamycin resistance are known. Thus, we tested a number of isolates that were either resistant or susceptible to both ERY and CLI to
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FIG. 1. This figure shows the six phenotypes observed during CLI induction testing of S. aureus by disk diffusion. E 15, ERY disk (15 g); CC 2, CLI disk (2 g). Top row: D phenotype (A), D⫹ phenotype (B), Neg phenotype (C). Bottom row: HD phenotype (D), R phenotype (E), S phenotype (F). See text and Table 1 for descriptions of the phenotypes.



determine (i) if there were other novel phenotypes that may be confused with clindamycin induction and (ii) to see if the phenotypic results would also predict the genotype of the isolates. In fact, the HD zone is a phenotype that may be confused with clindamycin induction if the clindamycin test is not initially interpreted to be resistant. As to the relationship of phenotype and genotype, due to the presence of multiple macrolide resistance determinants in our isolates, the predictions were not absolute. For the clinical laboratory, the differentiation of erm-mediated inducible MLSB (D and D⫹ phenotypes) isolates from isolates with msrA-mediated (Neg-phenotype) resistance is the critical issue because of the therapeutic implications of using CLI to treat a patient with an inducibly CLIresistant S. aureus isolate. However, differentiating D from D⫹ phenotypes could also provide information to help characterize isolates for epidemiologic studies in healthcare and community settings. The D-zone test should not be set up on strains that are already known to be resistant to both ERY and CLI. The BMD induction test also worked well in differentiating D and D⫹ isolates from Neg-phenotype isolates, but identifying the optimal concentrations of ERY and CLI to use will likely require further study, particularly if laboratories wish to use only a single well for screening for CLI induction. In our study, only the combination of 0.5 g/ml of CLI and 1 g/ml of ERY was effective in differentiating the D-, D⫹-, HD-, and R-phenotype isolates (growth) from the Neg- and S-phenotype isolates (no growth). However, many of the D-phenotype isolates did not grow with other concentrations of ERY and CLI. On repeat BMD testing, one D-phenotype isolate was not detected in the well with 0.5-g/ml CLI and 1-g/ml ERY.



Additional studies in multiple laboratories will likely be required to identify the optimal concentrations of CLI and ERY to detect CLI-inducible isolates by BMD. This approach, once standardized, may be especially helpful to clinical laboratories that use automated susceptibility testing systems. In this study, which was completed prior to publication of the NCCLS recommendations for clindamycin induction testing, the CLI and ERY disks for the disk diffusion induction testing were placed 12 mm apart (edge to edge), as described by Sutcliffe et al. for testing pneumococci (22). NCCLS currently recommends placing the CLI and ERY disks anywhere from 15 to 26 mm apart (13). Recent papers suggest that distances up to 28 mm will work for S. aureus and most coagulase-negative staphylococci (3, 6). However, our experience suggests that induction test results are more difficult to read as the CLI and ERY disks are placed further and further apart. We have limited experience in testing coagulase-negative staphylococci but have noted that the tests are much more difficult to interpret when the disk are placed more than 20 mm apart. NCCLS will likely recommend two new quality assessment strains for CLI induction testing, ATCC BAA-977, which contains ermA, and ATCC BAA-976, which contains msrA. Neither strain was tested in this study. Rather, four in-house strains provided quality assessment information for the six induction test phenotypes. For routine testing in a clinical laboratory, however, only an ermA- or ermC-containing isolate that produces a positive D-zone test (e.g., ATCC BAA-977) and an msrA-containing isolate that produces a negative D-zone test (e.g., ATCC BAA-976) are necessary.
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